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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1:
* From the Azure portal, download the OVF file.
* In the vCenter Server, import the Collector appliance as a
virtual machine using the Deploy OVF Template wizard.
* In vSphere Client console, click File &gt; Deploy OVF
Template.
* In the Deploy OVF Template Wizard &gt; Source, specify the
location for the .ovf file.
Box 2: From VM1, connect to the collector virtual machine
After you've created the Collector virtual machine, connect to
it and run the Collector.
Box 3: From the ASRV1 blade in the Azure portal, select a
protection goal.
Box 4: From VM1, register the configuration server.
Register the configuration server in the vault
Scenario: The Azure infrastructure and the on-premises
infrastructure and the on-premises infrastructure must be
prepared for the migration of the VMware virtual machines to
Azure.
References:
Migrate Your Virtual Machines to Microsoft Azure, Includes
guidance for optional data migration, Proof of Concept guide,
September 2017
https://azuremigrate.blob.core.windows.net/publicpreview/Azure%
20Migrate%20-%20Preview%20User%20Gu

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are working in a functional organization and are managing
the IHH Project. Your project will likely last for six months
and has a budget constraint of $1,876,000. You'll be dealing
with a functional manager to manage costs and resources in the
project. Who will have authority over assigning the project
team members to activities?
A. Team leader
B. Project sponsor
C. Customers
D. Functional manager

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Drag and drop the descriptions of switching technologies from
the left correct technologies on the right.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Stackwise
Support up to nine devices
Supported on Cisco 3750 and 3850 devices
Uses proprietary cabling
VSS
Combines exactly two devices
Support on the Cisco 4500 and 6500 series
Support devices that are geographically separated.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which two subnets are reserved for private use? (Choose two)
A. 192.168.0.0/16
B. 172.32.0.0/19
C. 172.16.0.0/12
D. 172.16.0 0/11
E. 192.168.0.0/15
Answer: A,C
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